
Reading -Term 6 Week 4 – Animals  

Animation: Monkey Symphony (Literacy Shed) https://www.literacyshed.com/monkey-syphony.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key learning: To draw inferences about a character’s feelings throughout the clip  

Task: To represent the main character’s feelings as a mood graph. 

Explanation of activity: 

Watch the film clip again and look closely at the chimpanzee that is reprimanded and forced to leave the piano lesson as 

part of the flashback. In present time, he is working as a cleaner but has a desire to play the piano. Think about how his 

feelings change across the clip.  

Can you think of adjectives to describe his feelings throughout the clip and put them into a continuum along the Y axis on 

the mood graph below? Try to include ambitious vocabulary. You may need to use a thesaurus but you may also refer to 

the word bank to help you if needed. 
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indignation 

excitable 

mischievous  

rebellious 

presumptuous 

 

irritated 



You are now going to represent the feelings and how they change on your mood graph. Key points from the film clip have 

been represented as screen shots across the X axis. How was the chimpanzee feeling at each of these points? Use the 

adjectives on the Y axis to help you. When you have plotted an emotion for each key part along the X axis, join your points 

up using a curved line. 

If you are unsure how to complete this, please refer back to the video which shows this from Term 5 Week 2 reading 

home learning on your school’s website. 

Word bank for adjectives to plot on the Y axis. 

bitter resentful annoyance cheeky 

playful scornful injustice  troublesome 

 

Extension Task:  

Can you define the words you choose to include on your Y axis?  

Can you create another mood graph focusing on a different character from the film clip? For example, the maestro. You 

may need to change the vocabulary along the Y axis.  


